Forced Inefficiencies of the Electronic Health Record
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record has been a subject of science, and an
T heobjectmedical
of intervention, for decades, but at times, it still
seems that our progress misses the mark—not just someone
else’s mark, but even our own. We want today’s electronic
health record (EHR) systems to serve as efficient tools to
document and even facilitate effective care of individual patients and populations. Although the EHR has transformed the
medical record from simply a historical record into more of a
“living document”—as writers can tag each other with specific
questions or notes, or have referrals electronically sent from one
point to another, for example—it has also continued to enable
inconsistency and potentially undesirable variation in documentation and, sometimes, even the clinical care associated with it.
In this issue, Cohen et al. advance our knowledge about this
variation in documentation, by reporting a large EHR-based
study and discussing variation’s potential to harm patients.1
Using EHR logs of 809 physicians, and interviews with 40
outpatient physicians, they assessed the proportion of encounters in which healthcare professionals completed documentation of specific types. They found that five types of documentation had significant variation at the physician level, independent of state, organization, and practice: written discussion of
clinical results (78% of variation attributed to physicians),
assessment and diagnosis (76%), problem list (70%), review
of systems (68%), and social history (62%). Among these
types, the interquartile range of the proportion of encounters
with completed documentation ranged from 51 to 73%. Interviewees noted issues such as multiple places to record the
same information. As the authors indicated, variation might
refer to content, structure, or location of information; furthermore, variation within practices, where patient mix might be
relatively uniform at least compared with other practices, may
relate most to physicians’ individual preferences and personal
styles in documentation. The study’s attention to teasing apart
the sources of variation, such as the physician, and the types
and places of variation in the medical record, is commendable
and informative. This research advances what we know about
variation, both in its quantitative extent and in participants’

perceptions about it. Cohen et al. have suggested that, for the
benefit of our patients, we need a greater degree of standardization or consistency in documentation.
As the authors note, some studies of variation and quality of
documentation have been done. Linder et al. reported that
dictated notes were associated with lower quality of care,
compared with directly typed notes.2 Primary care providers
have especially favored templates, rather than more narrative
methods of generating documentation.3 Ancker et al. found
that the proportion of encounters with updated problem lists
ranged from 5 to 60% per provider per year, with updates most
likely for new patients rather than established ones.4 Edwards
et al. reported that medical records often lacked even the most
basic elements, such as reason for visit (missing in 10% of
their sample), medication lists (20% missing), and planned
timing of follow-up (18% missing).5
With clinicians spending about half of their day on EHR and
desk work,6 how will we translate the many findings from
research about documentation into better clinical practice?
How will we rein in the “wild west” of EHR authorship, and
stop misplacement of information, burnout related to documentation burdens,7 and other adverse consequences of EHR design? The authors mentioned potential strategies such as user
training, and practice sessions focusing on standardization of
documentation. Structured documentation workflows, including embedded training practices, have been used in pharmacy
practice and found to be beneficial.8 Although experience and
research9 tell us that training and practice are important, these
are probably still not sufficient strategies. The work force
changes rapidly, many individual clinicians use multiple different EHR systems, and practice requires much time. The biggest
problem with suggesting training and practice as primary solutions is that these sometimes represent workarounds to failed
EHR designs: instead of using the power of human-factors
engineering—used in all of today’s automobiles and
aircraft—we buy EHR products of any type (though with
limited choices), and then, immediately on day one, start designing and even teaching strategies to overcome their significant limitations. As noted, these often-compensatory strategies
might compromise the safety of care, though Cohen’s study
itself was not designed to measure safety.
Some flexibility in documentation practice appears to be
helpful and important. Rosenbloom et al. have eloquently
discussed many of the important nuances and implications of
documentation, including the tension between structure and
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flexible documentation.10 Nonetheless, we need to be able to
use and reuse the medical record efficiently. Indeed, as
Rosenbloom’s team indicated, generating reusable data is a
major goal of integrating clinical documentation into the EHR.
One way to help with the problem of variation is to make
better use of automation that handles the widely varying
sections of documentation for us. For example, why would
we need to update problem lists manually, when EHR users
already document important clinical problems at the end of
every note? An advanced EHR system should find, assemble,
and maintain its own problem list automatically, based on
those notes. Some systems do this to some extent, by automatically adding problems from notes. Text processing can be
used to produce structured data, and to map text to standardized concepts using defined terminologies.10 The part of managing a problem list that is perhaps even more difficult than
building it is deciding when a problem has been resolved or is
no longer important, and should be removed from the list. We
need EHR systems that can find, organize, and appropriately
build and purge listings of problems, automatically. A second
case is the review of systems. Patients can, and should, directly generate their own review of systems, which is populated in
the record and then addressed by the healthcare team. Some
institutions have started to do that—“patient-generated health
data” is one of the terms—but we have a long way to go
towards better integration and effective uses of this type of
information.11
The now-familiar copy-and-paste phenomenon is an example of how a certain type of lack of variation can paralyze us.
When we see exactly the same information again and again, it
can be even worse than having to find things in hidden places.
Edwards’s team found pasted material in more than 10% of
notes.5 Another group examining ophthalmology notes with a
mean of 1182 words found that less than a quarter of the words
changed between visits.12 When variation in documentation
occurs and makes information difficult to find, the healthcare
team takes up the slack: many healthcare professionals do not
skip the task of finding the information, but instead, search
harder, and spend more time looking for what they need. As
such, we have become “the invisible fixers”. The fixers are
each of us—the people who will inefficiently work to solve the
clinical problem at hand, because our workaround appears to
be the only way to solve it now, today, at the point of care. This
work is often unnoticed, undervalued, and unaddressed, and
may even contribute to the kinds of variation that Cohen et al.
have discovered. We need to stop ignoring the forced inefficiencies and instead make them the spotlight of our attention.
Responsibility for documentation is shared by EHR vendors,
administrators of health institutions, and front-line users.
Along the way, we should be sure to question the usefulness
of some of our traditions: is a review of systems important and,
i f s o, ho w s ho ul d w e be s t c apt ure an d u s e the
information—perhaps differently than we have always done?
Cohen’s study is thought-provoking about how to solve the
problem of variation, and even understanding when it might
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not be a problem. A litany of questions comes to mind. Does
the specific EHR system matter? What elements of social
history really need to be reassessed upon every visit? When
does variation cause inefficiency, and when is it an effect of
inefficiency? When will standardizing documentation overcompensate for the problem? When is a checkbox better than
a narrative? How and when is team documentation most
effectively used? How can touchscreens, voice recognition
technologies, mind-based controls, and similar technologies,
be used to speed data entry, which is the slowest part of using
EHR systems? How does EHR-mediated harm occur? We
need answers. In the meantime, below, I suggest several
principles of documentation relating to variation. Many of
these target EHR vendors, but some also target EHR users,
trainers, and others working in healthcare settings.
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Use checkboxes or short-answer form fields when
questions have answer options that are few, discrete,
and structured. This may help to decrease errors, improve
analyzability, and decrease time requirements.
Foster narrative text when it may be most useful: the
history of the present illness, and assessment of findings.
This can help to maximize richness of detail and
communication of thoughts that are important in making
diagnoses and medical decisions.
Avoid promoting repetition within a single note. For
example, automatically extract problems and diagnoses
from assessments and plans, instead of requiring the user
to document each problem twice. This could improve
overall efficiency, decrease errors, and decrease time
requirements.
Minimize requirements for training and practice, by
making the system intuitively easy to use and understand,
to the greatest extent possible. This could decrease time
requirements and incidence of errors.
Foster similarities of beneficial approaches across disparate medical-record systems, to improve consistency and
decrease errors that may otherwise be caused by required
variation in usage by system.
Create innovative ways to update standing lists, so that
they are periodically and perhaps semi-automatically
purged of useless information.
Include anticipatory guidance in automated recommendations. For example, if a patient has hypothyroidism, I
might want to view or order the thyroid function tests,
right? Help me get that done before I have to think of it
and do it myself.
Group related information together.
Make searching for information within a record or across
records as easy as it is on the rest of the computer.
Foster patients’ involvement in generating parts of the
data, such as the review of systems, and current
medication lists.
Use strategies that are thought or shown to save time,
such as minimizing the number of clicks, providing
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options for keyboard shortcuts, and making touchscreens
available for selected functions.
Automate the billing-based coding of encounters, because
that coding is based entirely on documentation. This will
save time and may improve accuracy and consistency of
coding, compared with manual coding.
Incorporate synchronous communication technologies
into the software that maintains the medical record. For
example, if I need to call the on-call cardiologist about
my patient, tell me who it is, and help me contact that
person here and now.

Most of all, when it comes to the record and me, I still want
my voice, that part of the record that tells other people what I
think the problem is, and what should be done about it.
Variation or not, that is the most important part of the medical
record.
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